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1 Introduction
The business problem addressed by big analytics, big bandwidth, and big content technologies is the
collection of large amounts of raw data from point-of-sale data, to credit card transactions, to log files, to
security data. This big data is potentially useful, but might be too large for processing by humans or
traditional relational database (RDB) tools. Hadoop and associated MapReduce technologies turn raw
®
data into valuable information, and NetApp big analytics, big bandwidth, and big content platforms offer
the right storage platforms and solutions to ingest the data, analyze it, and then manage valuable
datasets.
The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop based on E-Series storage delivers big analytics in a fiscally
responsible way:


With preengineered, compatible, and supported solutions based on high-quality storage platforms



By avoiding the cost, schedule, and risk of do-it-yourself systems integration and relieving the skills
gap



By avoiding substantial ongoing operational costs

The Apache Hadoop project open-source software (Hadoop) addresses the problems associated with big
data in two ways.
1. First, it provides the highly scalable Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for storing, managing,
and securing very large datasets.
2. The Hadoop MapReduce framework provides a powerful programming model capable of harnessing
the computing power of multiple commodity servers into a single high-performance compute cluster.
When MapReduce is used, large datasets can be analyzed in a small fraction of the time that might
otherwise have been required using the more traditional relational database management system
(RDBMS) method.
The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop is built on the E2660 storage array, which provides the sharednothing storage required by HDFS. HDFS is the primary storage system used by Hadoop applications.
HDFS creates multiple replicas of data blocks and distributes them across compute nodes throughout a
cluster to enable the efficient completion of MapReduce jobs and to provide data resiliency when disk
drives fail. This solution leverages the enterprise RAID features of NetApp E-Series external directattached storage (DAS) arrays and provides highly available, efficient data storage for Hadoop DataNode
data. This reduces extensive data block replication, bringing better storage efficiency and performance to
the Hadoop system.
NetApp also leverages a FAS2240HA unified storage system to provide robust NameNode metadata
protection and to support network booting of the servers in the Hadoop cluster, which eliminates the need
for any internal disks in the JobTracker node and DataNodes.
The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop provides storage efficiency, manageability, reliability, scalability,
and a feature-rich set of tools to meet the demands of rapidly developing big data technology.

1.1

Meeting the Challenge of Data Analytics

Using technologies such as Hadoop and MapReduce, data analytics can process very large amounts of
both structured and unstructured data. In contrast, RDBs are designed for many concurrent users,
conducting many small transactions (such as inventory events, reservations, and banking), with all of the
related Structured Query Language (SQL), table, row, column, and join-design assumptions. In very
simple terms, Hadoop and RDBs are different tools for different jobs, but Hadoop and RDB solutions can
(and often do) work together in commercial tasks to reduce an ever-expanding ocean of data into useful
information.
The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop was designed to meet several (often conflicting) technical and
market demands. The enterprise Hadoop ecosystem is a hybrid of open-source and enterprise
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sensibilities, and many aspects of this solution take its hybrid nature into account. This solution is the first
of many phases, because the solution must evolve at the speed of a rapidly emerging and mostly
uncharted market.
The idea of a Hadoop computing platform might be unfamiliar to many enterprise customers. Traditional
enterprise platforms often rely on the benefits of shared infrastructure. Over the last few years, the
NetApp flagship fabric-attached storage (FAS) series product has transformed the ability of the enterprise
to manage that infrastructure more easily and more cost effectively than with many traditional storage
platforms.
Hadoop has its origins in Internet-scale companies and also in traditional high-performance computing
(HPC) or scientific computing. The HPC platform started on large, single-mainframe supercomputers from
Cray and Silicon Graphics (SGI). Over time, the mainframe gave way to semidistributed UNIX® servers
using nonuniform memory technology. This change was an attempt to combine the benefits of having a
single view of memory with the lower cost and scalability that came from using the computing power in a
more uncoupled or distributed way.
The progress in this direction eventually led the HPC world to improve its software technology to make
fully distributed computing possible. This form of computing divides the dataset into thousands of pieces
that can be worked on without intervention from any of the other pieces. This programming or computing
style is often called ―shared nothing,‖ and shared-nothing programs run most efficiently on hardware
platforms that also share little or nothing. These hardware platforms are called massively parallel
processing (MPP) platforms. The modern scientific computing platform is shared nothing and MPP. The
modern high-performance commercial computing platform is also shared nothing and MPP. The most
common software environment for HPC platforms is currently Hadoop.
―Divide and conquer‖ is not a new strategy to enterprise customers. An RDBMS, such as Oracle® or DB2,
has used parallel technology to parallelize the scanning of large tables to satisfy a particular class of
queries. This technology parallelizes the scan, filters and sorts the intermediate results, and merges them
into a query result set that is returned to the user. Most users of Microsoft® SQL Server® do not know or
care whether this parallelization is happening. What they care about is time. Hadoop uses map (filter and
sort) and reduce (merge) to accomplish the same effect.
Hadoop is deployed on commodity 64-bit Linux® servers using open-source software. If enterprises must
build 1,000-node clusters, then the only practical way to achieve this scale is with commodity hardware
and software. For the first time, Hadoop, Linux, and 64-bit hardware are making it possible for many
customers to consider analyzing data on this scale. This is the Hadoop revolution.

1.2

Hadoop Distributed File System

A traditional Hadoop cluster consists of a few basic components:


A NameNode, which manages the HDFS namespace.



A secondary NameNode, more accurately referred to as the checkpoint node, which manages the ondisk representation of the NameNode metadata.



A JobTracker node, which manages all jobs submitted to the Hadoop cluster and facilitates job and
task scheduling.



Hundreds of slave nodes that provide both TaskTracker and DataNode functionality. These nodes
perform all of the real work done by the cluster. As DataNodes, they store all of the data blocks that
make up the file system, and they serve I/O requests. As TaskTrackers, they perform the job tasks
assigned to them by the JobTracker.

For data storage and I/O operations, Hadoop depends on the HDFS. This arrangement allows every
TaskTracker node to see and access all data across the cluster. The NameNode houses and manages
the metadata, so whenever a TaskTracker must read or write an HDFS block, the NameNode informs the
TaskTracker where a block exists or where one should be written.
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HDFS is a feature-rich, integrated file system that offers data protection, fault tolerance, and the ability to
balance workloads. Data protection is implemented by using a cluster-aware, software-based mirroring
scheme in which HDFS dynamically determines where a given block’s mirror block (replica) will be
located. Another innovation of HDFS is that the mirroring scheme can be set on a file-by-file basis. The
replication parameter is used to set the mirroring for a given file. The standard or default practice in
Hadoop is to set all data files to a replication count of three. Another innovation of HDFS is the ease with
which the replication or mirroring level can be adjusted. To change the replication count of a file, you
simply issue the hadoop fs –setrep command, and Hadoop schedules the additional copies or
reclaims the space from mirror copies that are no longer used.
Because HDFS is distributed, data is spread across DataNodes. If a DataNode or sections of the HDFS
residing on a DataNode become inaccessible or corrupt, then actions are taken to redirect access to the
affected data to one of the other copies and also to initiate repairs in the event of block corruption. HDFS
can provide job completion in the face of hardware failures because copies of the data are located on
other nodes. If nodes or disks fail on a node where a portion of a MapReduce job (task or set of tasks) is
running, the affected tasks are all relocated by the JobTracker to other nodes where the data still exists.
They are then reexecuted. In addition to data protection, HDFS mirroring makes sure that MapReduce
jobs complete successfully, even in the event of hardware failure, thereby providing high availability (HA)
of data. HA has two components of availability; data and service. Loss of service rarely involves the
destruction of data, but HDFS manages both forms of loss.

1.3

Triple-Mirror Replication Trade-Offs

Although HDFS is distributed, feature rich, and flexible, there are both throughput and operational costs
associated with server-based replication for ingest, redistribution of data following recovery of a failed disk
or DataNode, and space utilization.
The costs of triple replication include:


3PB of raw storage capacity are required for each 1PB of data ingest.



Server-based triple replication creates a significant load on the servers themselves. In simple terms,
at the beginning of an ingest task, before any data blocks are actually written to a DataNode, the
NameNode creates a list of DataNodes to which all three of the first block replicas will be written,
forming a pipeline and allocating blocks to those nodes. The first data block arrives over Ethernet;
traverses the server southbridge, northbridge, and memory bus; and is written to RAM. After being
passed to the storage drivers, the data then traverses back across the northbridge and the
southbridge and is eventually written out to storage. That DataNode forwards the same block to the
next node in the pipeline, and the preceding procedure is repeated. Finally, this second DataNode
sends the block to the third DataNode, and the write to storage follows the same I/O path as previous
writes. This process results in a significant load on server resources.



Server-based triple replication also creates a significant load on the network. For ingest, three
network trips are required to accomplish a single block write. All compete for and consume the same
network, CPU, memory, and storage resources allocated to process the Hadoop analysis tasks. The
NetApp solution offers a significantly improved alternative.

With the advent of more powerful entry-level servers, modern Hadoop clusters are evolving into a hybrid
symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) and MPP supercomputing cluster. A typical low-cost DataNode now
comes with 8 to 12 CPU cores, following a trend toward increased capability that is driven by Moore’s
Law (which observes that the number of transistors on a given chip doubles approximately every two
years) and by the highly competitive 64-bit server computing business. A clusterwide MapReduce job
might have 16 tasks running on each node across 64 nodes. This modest cluster has a degree of
parallelism of 1,024 (16 x 64). This is a core concept to Hadoop, so most customers quickly understand
how much computing they can bring to bear on the analysis of their data. What is often overlooked is the
fact that this computing power can (and must) be used to load the data as well. Anything that is done to
reduce the consumption of server and network resources during the loading of data increases cluster
efficiency.
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1.4

When Drives Fail

It is inevitable that the disk drives in a Hadoop cluster will fail at some point, and the larger the cluster, the
more likely it is that a drive failure event will occur. Although most customers do not deploy 5,000-node
clusters, a cluster of this size could contain 60,000 disks. Even though means are not a good metric for
drive failure, mean-time-between-failure data suggests that a drive will fail every few hours in a 60,000spindle deployment. In a modest cluster, the number of failures is much lower, but if one or more drives
fail, the entire DataNode can be removed from service. At the very least, all tasks accessing data on that
drive will fail and be reassigned to other DataNodes in the cluster. This in itself can result in severe
degradation of completion time for running jobs.
In addition, the drive must be physically replaced, mounted, partitioned, formatted, and reloaded with data
from nearby copies before HDFS can make full use of that drive. Repopulating the new disk with data can
be accomplished by using the Hadoop balancer, which redistributes HDFS data across all DataNodes by
moving blocks from overutilized to underutilized DataNodes. The balancer runs in the background, and,
by default, it copies only 1MB/sec. That default copy rate can be modified by setting the
dfs.balance.bandwidthPerSec property. Based on that setting, rebalancing to repopulate a
replaced 2TB disk could take hours to days, depending on allowed resource utilization. Either way, the
process diverts network bandwidth away from running jobs.
The trade-off is between rebalancing time, network utilization, and disk I/O bandwidth utilization. Higher
resource utilization affects MapReduce job performance, especially data ingest operations.

1.5

How Can NetApp Help?

With a highly distributed file system, such as HDFS, that implements software triple mirroring, the biggest
bottleneck is often the network interfaces. As enterprises begin to move Hadoop deployments out of the
lab and into production, they typically expect a certain degree of functionality and efficiency. They can
count on NetApp to provide it because focusing on functionality, efficiency, quality, and support is the key
to success for NetApp. Also, NetApp is the recognized leader in enterprise-grade network file system
technology; therefore, it is only natural for NetApp to embrace the next-generation network file system
technology found in Hadoop. NetApp has applied its core values and as a result has produced an
enterprise-grade Hadoop solution.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between NetApp components and HDFS.
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Figure 1) NetApp integration with Hadoop.

For many enterprise customers, Hadoop is a new experience. It is a shared-nothing, massively parallel
data-processing platform that emphasizes cost effectiveness and availability. Many enterprises have
experience in trying to use traditional databases to manage their rapidly growing need to process data
and extract business value. The costs of these solutions have been so high that many customers could
not afford to either house or process the data. This is all about to change. For many companies, Hadoop
will be the first analytic platform that they can afford.
The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop addresses two operational limitations of current Hadoop clusters.


Reducing the operational and functional costs associated with distributed, software-based mirroring
(block replication).



Addressing the most significant single point of failure in Hadoop, the NameNode, by maintaining an
up-to-date copy of all HDFS metadata external to the NameNode server. This enables fast recovery
of HDFS after a NameNode server crash.

The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop includes the following components:


Hadoop data storage array. One NetApp E2660 storage array serves data for four DataNodes.
Using RAID 5, the storage array is able to protect the data and minimize the performance effect of
disk drive failures.



Storage for HDFS metadata protection. The NetApp FAS2240 storage array provides a NetApp
Data ONTAP® grade of data protection for the NameNode and a single, unified repository for Linux,
Hadoop, and other software (and scripts) to simplify deployment, updates, and maintenance.
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Storage to support diskless boot of JobTracker and DataNodes. The FAS2240 used for HDFS
metadata protection is also used for diskless booting of the Hadoop JobTracker node and
DataNodes. OS boot images are stored on the FAS array, and network booting is performed using
the NFS protocol.



Software. The software includes an NFS license for FAS2200 series storage systems.



Hadoop distribution. Cloudera’s Distribution and includes Apache Hadoop (CDH).



Cloudera Enterprise subscription. A Cloudera Enterprise subscription for the NetApp Hadoop
solution includes the Cloudera Enterprise Management Suite.

1.6

Benefits of the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop

The core benefit of the E-Series/FAS combination is an enterprise-grade storage platform for
implementing Hadoop that provides everything customers expect from NetApp and a few bonuses as
well, including:


Transparent RAID operations.



Transparent rebuild of failed media.



Full online serviceability.



Industry-standard FAS-series protection of all HDFS metadata.



Configuration of JobTracker node and DataNodes to network boot off of the FAS2240 storage array,
eliminating the need for internal disk drives.



Faster deployment with network boot.



RAID protection of OS boot images on FAS2240 to greatly reduce DataNode failure rates.



Snapshot™ technology protection of OS boot images to provide fast recovery from node failure due
to operator error, as well as failed software installs and updates.



Performance for the next generation of DataNodes (SMP) and networks (10GbE).



Proven, tested, supported, fully compatible system design.



Proven storage hardware based on enterprise-grade designs, offering enterprise-grade performance,
uptime, and support.



Low total cost of ownership.

1.7

Target Environments

Vast amounts of data represent both an opportunity and a threat to enterprises. Hadoop is the first
solution that is affordable enough to reduce the threat of drowning in all of that data while still realizing the
business potential that might be discovered in the data.
The audience for this solution can be either enterprises that have experienced frustration operating a
Hadoop cluster or enterprises that are completely new to using supercomputing clusters for businesscritical applications. Hadoop application throughput scales proportionately with the number of DataNodes
(TaskTrackers). However, as clusters of DataNodes grow, so does the operational expense (opex)
burden of running these larger clusters. Opex must scale with throughput.
For customers who are new to Hadoop, there is a steep learning curve. However, this solution provides
an operational model for a Hadoop cluster that, after it is set up, does not require much additional
attention. The cluster is more stable and easier to maintain, and it allows customers to concentrate on
getting the answers to their business needs. This solution flattens the operational learning curve of
Hadoop.
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2 Solution Summary
The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop uses industry-standard components to provide an enterprise-class
Hadoop cluster. Key components of that solution include one or more E2660 storage arrays and a
FAS2240 storage array running the NetApp Data ONTAP operating system.
The FAS2240 provides robust protection of HDFS metadata and streamlines HDFS recovery in the event
of a NameNode failure. It also supports diskless booting for the JobTracker node and DataNodes. With
diskless booting, an OS boot image for each node is stored on the FAS2240, and servers are configured
to PXE boot from those images using the NFS protocol. Those boot images can be backed up using
NetApp Snapshot technology and be quickly restored for recovery from operator errors and unsuccessful
software installs and updates. In addition, FlexClone® clones can be used during the creation of the boot
images, which greatly reduces the amount of time required for cluster deployment.
With Hadoop, instead of moving data across a network to servers for processing, compute resources are
brought to the data. That data is stored on the DataNodes in a shared-nothing configuration in which most
of the processing is performed. DataNodes do not share data, and communication between DataNodes is
minimal. Each one has its own storage and its own data, and it provides all of the I/O services for that
data, coordinated by the NameNode. This shared-nothing distributed file system (HDFS) provides better
scalability and higher I/O performance than traditional shared file systems. The NetApp E2660 storage
array fully supports the shared-nothing paradigm by providing each DataNode with two private RAIDprotected volumes with enterprise-grade capabilities often found in a traditional storage area network
(SAN) environment. The E-Series E2660 is frequently configured for SAN environments, but in the
NetApp Hadoop solution, it is configured specifically to function as eight volumes of dedicated storage.
Providing each DataNode with 2 RAID-protected volumes gives each DataNode 14 drives as well as
array intelligence to dramatically improve data availability and manageability. The remaining four disks in
the array are designated as global hot spares, which are continually available to replace a failed drive
anywhere in the array.
DataNodes have been moving from the original two-CPU, four-disk configuration to much more powerful
hardware. Customers are building DataNodes with 12 disks, and 2-CPU sockets now contain 8 to 12
cores. The E2660, in effect, provides each DataNode with 12 payload drives (two RAID 5 volume groups
of seven disks each) and four global hot spares. Parity RAID offers the most efficient form of protection,
but only if the array can provide enough computing power that parity calculations and rebuilds have
minimal adverse effects on the performance of any given DataNode. The E2660 comes with two
controllers that have dedicated hardware-assisted parity engines. Each controller serves only two
DataNodes, providing two logical volumes for each node. This performance headroom minimizes the
performance impact of RAID reconstruction operations that result from failed disk drives.

2.1

Data Protection and Job Completion

HDFS is a distributed network file system that provides data protection and other benefits by
implementing host-based, software triple mirroring. For every block of data loaded into HDFS, two copies
are written to two other nodes in the cluster. This is a replication count of three, and it is the default or
standard practice for most Hadoop deployments that use standard ―just a bunch of disks‖ (JBOD) SATA
DAS disks that are colocated in a DataNode. The default was determined through production experience
gained at both Yahoo! and Facebook. HDFS is one of the first file systems to implement a replication
strategy on a file-by-file basis. This flexibility allows customers to adjust the protection level to suit
particular datasets.
HDFS replication provides data protection, job completion in the event of disk failure or DataNode failure,
and load balancing. Replication for an entire cluster can be set by using a single parameter,
dfs.replication, which has a default value of three. It can also be set for an individual file at the time
of file creation, and existing files can be changed by using the hadoop fs –setrep command. The
higher the HDFS replication count, the more copies of the data must be stored, but the more resilient and
balanced the access to that data is. The limitation is the same found with all data-based (versus parity-
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based) protection schemes: storage utilization efficiency. When a customer deploys with the default
replication count of three, for every 1PB of data loaded into a Hadoop cluster, another 2PB must be
copied across the network fabric to other nodes and then be written to storage. High–replication count
files consume a lot of space and take a long time to ingest because 2PB of the 3PB must be written over
the network.
The E2660 solution is a more efficient solution that significantly reduces the overhead of data protection,
making HDFS more efficient and faster (especially on loads). Many big users of Hadoop already take the
risk of loading data at a replication count of one because it is faster and then either leave it at that level or
later increase it to a safer level (for example, a replication count of two) to make sure that node outages
do not impede job completion or result in data loss.
Offloading some or even all of the data protection aspects of HDFS onto enterprise-grade, industryproven E-Series controllers, is the single most important feature of the NetApp solution. The second most
important reason for having replicated copies is job completion. If job tasks on a given DataNode fail for
any reason, the JobTracker must reassign the failed tasks to other nodes in the cluster. Eventually the
JobTracker might blacklist the node, and the NameNode might recognize the node as being in a failed
state. If task reassignment is not possible, then the MapReduce job cannot complete.
It is important to understand that this risk window is open only during a MapReduce job. This jobcompletion mechanism can function only if there are one or more copies of the data in the cluster. This
solution currently recommends that customers can safely run with a replication count of two, because the
data is already protected by using either RAID 5 or RAID 6 on the E2660 logical volumes that are used
for data storage. NetApp recommends RAID 5 to maximize use of storage space and to attain higher
performance. However, NetApp does support RAID 6 for customers who want a higher level of data
protection.
There might be use cases where a replication count higher than two benefits MapReduce job
performance, especially when multiple jobs that are using the same data run simultaneously. In those
cases, higher replication counts might offer greater parallelization of job tasks while leveraging HDFS
data locality. Higher replication counts also enable the data scientist to better leverage the Hadoop
speculative execution feature, which can help balance task execution across resources in a cluster.
Speculative execution enables the JobTracker to assign instances of a relatively slow-running task to
other TaskTracker nodes. In this scenario, when the first instance of the task finishes, the other instance
is killed, and its results are discarded. This feature can benefit MapReduce performance in clusters where
unused node resources exist, but it might actually be bad for performance in very busy clusters. Given all
the pros and cons of various replication counts discussed earlier with respect to the NetApp Open
Solution for Hadoop, a replication count of three is no longer a requirement for data protection. A setting
of two is sufficient, and it represents a good balance between performance and data protection for a very
large number of Hadoop use cases. As with all database and analytics systems, MapReduce jobs often
benefit from tuning at both the system and job code levels. Replication count is one of many tunables to
consider.

2.2

Use Cases with Replication Count of One

The use cases described here are very specialized and should be considered only by advanced users
who have a thorough understanding of job completion and speculative execution trade-offs that occur
when the HDFS replication count is set to one. The primary function of replicated copies is data
protection. In the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop, this responsibility can now be delegated to the
E2660. There might be some datasets for which a replication count higher than two will improve
performance for a MapReduce job. HDFS offers the flexibility to do just that while maintaining the NetApp
Open Solution for Hadoop cluster default setting of two for all other datasets. At the same time, there
might be datasets with access patterns that benefit from having replication disabled (a replication count of
one).
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Disabling HDFS replication completely means that the reduction phase of a MapReduce job does not
complete if just one of the TaskTracker nodes is unable to finish its tasks. Such failures can be caused by
disk failures, network congestion, and software and cluster topology issues, in that order. Disk failure is
by far the most common cause of completion failure, and this case is prevented by using the NetApp
Open Solution for Hadoop. The remaining risks are typically less than 10%, and network congestion can
be induced by HDFS rebalancing after disk replacement, which is also vastly reduced by the NetApp
Open Solution for Hadoop.
The combination of removing and reducing most (but not all) of the risk means that MapReduce jobs can
run successfully at HDFS with a replication setting of one. However, NetApp strongly recommends a base
replication count of two. A replication count of one greatly increases the risk that a MapReduce job will
fail, and it introduces a very small amount of risk that data could actually be lost. That risk should be
carefully weighed against any perceived advantages of disabling replication. A replication count of one
also greatly affects the ability of job tasks to leverage data locality. This results in significantly higher
network utilization, because more data blocks must be accessed over network fabric.

2.3

Performance

Hadoop was designed to support workloads that are dominated mostly by reads, and those reads are
supposed to be very large, 64MB by default. This is true on a logical level, but not on a physical level.
Hadoop has a performance profile that is very similar to that of an Oracle database running over NFS.
MapReduce jobs do not process I/O directly but request the I/O from another kernel process (the
BlockReader), which either reads from local disk or issues a read request over the HDFS cluster fabric to
retrieve the block from another node. The list of candidate nodes is provided by the NameNode.
Because HDFS is a distributed networked file system, much of the I/O is network I/O. A common socket
transport was an obvious choice for the designers. It provides a single, clean, reliable I/O path wherever
the I/O block is located. However, this means that a 64MB local I/O request is broken up into 8,192 64K
physical read requests.
This is critical to understanding the value that the E2660 brings to Hadoop performance. Hadoop is more
dependent on input/output operations per second (IOPS) than on streaming I/O bandwidth. From an I/O
transaction perspective, a 64K I/O is not much more work than an 8K I/O. It is no longer considered a
sequential I/O. Hadoop is sensitive to the IOPS throughput, and a standard Hadoop JBOD layout puts a
single file system on a single SATA disk. This file system contains HDFS blocks, which are mostly simple
64MB files. The striping achieved by MapReduce occurs when several jobs are accessing several file
systems at once. At any point, a given MapReduce job must read 64KB at a time from a single 7.2K RPM
JBOD disk. The IOPS rate of this single disk limits the throughput of that job.
If there are eight tasks and eight spindles, then a degree of parallelism can be achieved, but parallelism
and striping are not the same thing. A file system created from an E2660 logical volume can be read
more quickly and more often. High IOPS are a side effect of low-latency service times on these I/O
transactions. Low latency, in turn, underwrites high bandwidth. The E2660 can deliver up to 2,000 IOPS
from a 12-disk stripe (the bottleneck being the 12 disks). This headroom translates into better read times
for those 64KB blocks. Twelve copies of 12 MapReduce jobs reading from 12 SATA disks can, at most,
not exceed 12 x 50 IOPS, or 600 IOPS. The E2660 volume has five times the IOPS headroom, which
translates into faster read times and higher MapReduce throughput (assuming that there are no other
bottlenecks).

3 Solution Architecture
3.1

Hardware Requirements

The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop combines a NetApp E2660 storage system that contains two
controllers and 60 NL-SAS 3.5-inch drives in a 4U enclosure with a FAS2240. The FAS system is used to
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provide enterprise-grade NFS-based storage protection for HDFS metadata that resides on the
NameNode and to provide storage and access for the Linux OS boot images used by the JobTracker and
DataNodes. Each E2660 storage system serves as dedicated external storage for four eSAS-connected
Hadoop DataNodes.
Because Hadoop is a scalable MPP supercomputer cluster, the scalability is inherent in the design, and
the number of modules required by the solution depends on the customer’s workload requirements. All
E2660 storage arrays are connected identically, so only a single, four-node E2660 computing module is
described. There is no practical limit to the number of E2660 modules the customer can configure, other
than the limitations of Hadoop itself. Large Internet service providers have 5,000-node Hadoop clusters.
This solution is fully modular, and therefore, 5,000-node clusters deployed on E2660s are possible.
Hadoop DataNode storage array base components include:


One DE6600 4U chassis, with rail kit and power cords



Two E2600 series controllers, each with four eSAS ports and 2GB memory per controller



60 x 2TB or 3TB, 7.2K RPM, 3.5" near-line SAS disks



SANtricity® Storage Manager 10.80.G4.56 or later



Turbo feature enabled

Additional components include:


FAS2240 for NameNode (master) metadata protection and OS boot images



LSI 9200-8e or 9205-8e Series eSAS host bus adapters (HBAs) (not MegaRAID capable)



SFF-8088 external mini-SAS cable (for maximum signal integrity, cable should not exceed 5m)



Server management software



Cloudera Enterprise, including support and Cloudera Manager

Servers and clients (customer or integrator supplied) include:


Hypertransport3 or QuickPath servers with one or two PCIe 2.0 8-lane ports (full-length slots
required)



Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 6.2/CentOS 6.2 or later



One LSI 9200 series HBA installed in each of the four DataNodes

3.2

Software Requirements

Cloudera’s Distribution including Apache Hadoop (CDH3) is available as a free download from
www.cloudera.com. NetApp has partnered with Cloudera to provide support for Apache Hadoop as well
as Cloudera Enterprise, including Cloudera Management Suite. NetApp recommends the use of RHEL
6.2 (or the CentOS 6.2 equivalent).

3.3

Solution Architecture Details

The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop has two major hardware components.
1. The FAS2240 provides enterprise-grade protection of the NameNode metadata. It also provides
storage and access for Linux OS boot images to support the diskless boot feature of the NetApp
solution.
2. The second hardware component is the NetApp E2660 storage array, which provides the data
storage services to four Hadoop DataNodes. Each DataNode has its own private, nonshared set of
disks. This models exactly the way in which Hadoop DataNodes configure capacity when these drives
are physically colocated in the chassis.
In practical terms, Linux is not able to distinguish between a set of LUNs presented by the LSI 1068
controller chip on the HBA and a set of disks presented by either an embedded SAS or a SATA controller.
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There is no logical difference. However, there are differences in performance and reliability. This set of
disks is configured as two blocks, each using one of two parity-based protection schemes (RAID 5 or
RAID 6). Eight blocks are configured in the E2660, and they are configured so that each DataNode sees
only its set of two private blocks. This design is an improved alternative to packaging JBOD DAS media
for four DataNodes, offering better performance, reliability, data availability and uptime, and
manageability.
Each block is a RAID-protected volume group that contains a single virtual logical volume that can be
created and exported to a given DataNode as a LUN. These LUNs appear as physical disks in RHEL.
They can be partitioned, and file systems can be created and mounted to store HDFS blocks. HDFS
blocks can be 64MB, 128MB, 256MB, or even 512MB in size.

3.4

Composition

The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop is composed of:


HDFS building blocks



A JobTracker node



A NameNode



A secondary NameNode



A NetApp FAS2240 unified storage system for NameNode metadata protection and storage of OS
boot images to support network booting of the servers in the Hadoop cluster

Figure 2 shows a high-level view of a single HDFS building block.
Figure 2) NetApp HDFS building block.

10GbE
Links

6Gb/s SAS
Connections,
1 per node

4 Hadoop DataNodes

10Gb/s Ethernet

E2660 Storage Array

The HDFS building block includes four slave nodes, also called DataNodes or TaskTracker nodes, and a
NetApp E2660 storage array.
In a Hadoop cluster, the slave nodes provide both DataNode and TaskTracker functionality. These terms
are used interchangeably throughout this document, often to reflect the Hadoop functionality being
discussed.
Each HDFS building block contains an E2660 storage array (composed of the following components) that
provides the storage for a group of four Hadoop DataNodes:


Dual E2600 controllers



Two 6Gb/sec eSAS ports with each controller (total of four per E2660 storage array)
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1



One storage subsystem DE6600 4U populated with 60 2TB near-line SAS drives



Eight RAID 5 volume groups, each with seven disks



Four disk drives assigned as global hot spares per storage system



One logical unit number (LUN) in each volume group, equal in size, that takes all of the usable space
(about 10.913TB with 2TB disks) in the volume group

Each Hadoop DataNode is assigned two unique volume groups and the associated LUNs, allowing each
Hadoop node to have exclusive access to storage that is not shared with any other DataNode.
The E2660 storage array connects to and provides storage for a total of four Hadoop DataNodes. These
building blocks are the basic unit of storage and compute power in the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop.
Each DataNode is directly attached to the E2660 storage array through a 6Gb/sec eSAS port. Each
DataNode has exclusive access to its own storage, which complies with the Hadoop shared-nothing
architecture. NetApp E2660 storage provides the benefit of enterprise-grade RAID protection with shared
global hot spares. The NetApp E2660-based architecture provides flexibility and ease of scaling while
providing the benefit of global spare disks for continuous data serving, even in the case of disk failure.
Figure 3 illustrates how these building blocks combine to form the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop
starter kit.
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Figure 3) Base NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop.

Each of the four servers in each building block is networked together with the JobTracker, the
NameNode, and the secondary NameNode using 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE). In addition, the NetApp
Open Solution for Hadoop includes a NetApp FAS2240HA unified storage system that is connected to all
nodes in the cluster over 1Gb/sec Ethernet. This system provides NFS-based RAID-protected storage to
preserve a copy of the critical HDFS NameNode metadata, providing enterprise-level protection. Use of
the FAS2240 system allows for rapid replacement of the Hadoop NameNode in the event of a server
failure and addresses what is essentially a single point of failure that can affect the entire Hadoop cluster.
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The FAS2240 HA storage array also provides storage for Linux OS boot images to support network
booting of all servers in the Hadoop cluster. The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop not only eliminates
the need for internal server disks for HDFS storage, but also eliminates the need for internal boot disks in
the servers used in the Hadoop cluster. Eliminating the need for internal disks in the Hadoop cluster
nodes allows smaller form factor servers to be used and further reduces the number of disk drives
required for the cluster. Using the solution’s network boot configuration, a single FAS2240 HA storage
system (two FAS2240 controllers, each with six disks) can support up to 128 nodes. Essentially, this
eliminates the need for 116 disk drives in a 128-node cluster. OS images are RAID protected, which
provides Snapshot technology backup capabilities for those OS images and failover capabilities for the
two FAS controllers.
The solution’s network boot configuration uses the Preboot Execution Environment (PXE) boot and NFS
storage protocols. For more information about network boot configuration, refer to the NetApp deployment
guide for Hadoop.
Figure 4 illustrates how the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop easily scales out to support the addition of
HDFS building blocks to the Hadoop starter kit, resulting in a 24-DataNode cluster.
Figure 4) 24-DataNode Hadoop cluster based on NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop.

Table 1 shows the major software and firmware components and the release levels that are pertinent to
the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop.
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Table 1) Software and firmware versions.

Software and Firmware

Version

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)

6.2 (64-bit)

Data ONTAP

8.0.3 operating in 7-Mode

E-Series firmware

07.80.63.00

Cloudera Hadoop distribution

CDH3u4 (based on Apache Hadoop 0.20.2 + 923.256-1)

SANtricity ES client

10.83.G0.07

LSI SAS adapter firmware

11.00.00.00

LSI SAS adapter extensible
firmware interface (EFI) BIOS

4.30.03.00

LSI SAS adapter X-86 BIOS

MPT2BIOS-7.21.00.00 (2011.08.11)

LSI SAS adapter Linux driver

9.101.00.00 (mpt2sas.ko)

Network Architecture
The network architecture of a Hadoop cluster is critical. HDFS is a distributed network file system. With a
default replication count of three, more than two-thirds of all I/O traffic must traverse the network during
ingest, and perhaps a third of all MapReduce I/O during processing runs could originate from other
nodes. The NetApp E2660 storage modules provide a level of performance that is significantly better than
that of JBOD SATA. The E2660 offers a well-designed, enterprise-class performance platform based on
four 6Gb/sec SAS ports supported by proven caching and best-in-class hardware RAID.
All new Hadoop cluster deployments will use whatever current generation of Linux server is available at
the time of purchase. The basic entry-level server now comes with memory backplane, and CPUs are
extremely fast. To get the most throughput from a DataNode (or to handle a greater diversity of workload
mixes), NetApp recommends using 10GbE for the HDFS fabric. As with all 10GbE network fabrics that
must perform well, the use of jumbo frames (MTU = 9,000) is mandatory.
For small clusters (under 128 nodes), the cost of copper 10GbE becomes affordable. Many servers now
come with 10GBASE-T built in.
All nodes also require network connectivity to the FAS2240. The NameNode requires access for mirroring
the HDFS metadata over NFS. The secondary NameNode requires network access to facilitate quick
recovery of HDFS from a NameNode failure. Finally, the remaining nodes require access for (diskless)
network booting. GbE (1 x Gb/sec) is sufficient for the FAS system. A single FAS2240 controller can
safely handle 64 DataNodes in a network boot configuration along with I/O requirements for the
NameNode.

Cabling Topology
The server-to-storage-array cabling is very simple. Each DataNode requires a two-port eSAS HBA. Only
one of these ports is used to connect the DataNode to the eSAS port on the E2660 that has been
designated for this DataNode. The cable length is typically 1m, but it can be up to 5m. The eSAS
specification indicates that cables can be up to 10m, but for a variety of manufacturing reasons, the
longest cable will probably be 5m.
The solution was designed to be compact and to minimize the colocation rack space footprint. In a
horizontal racking deployment, an E2660 would be found in the lower 16U of a rack (because of weight),
and the remaining 16U would be for 16 1U servers. Most racks are not populated above the 32U line. In
this rack example, 2m cables would be sufficient for all DataNodes to connect to their respective E2660s.
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Horizontal deployment is another racking topology. In this topology, the E2660s are in a dedicated rack,
and the servers are in the adjacent rack. In this case, 0.5m cables would be adequate.

Storage Architecture
As much as possible, the E2660 operates as eight completely independent storage modules. Each array
is configured as eight independent RAID groups of seven disks that can be set up in either a RAID 5 (2 x
6+1) or RAID 6 (2 x 5+2) configuration. NetApp recommends RAID 5 for better performance and better
disk space utilization. This consumes 56 (8 x 7) disks. The remaining four disks are global hot spares. If
customers deploy all of their files with a replication count of two, then using a single-parity drive over six
spindles provides a good balance between storage space utilization and RAID protection. As a result,
there are constantly two forms of protection when the E2660s are running with files set to a replication
count of two.
The FAS2240 should be provisioned to use the original factory default aggregate (aggr0) for Data
ONTAP, NameNode metadata, and Linux OS image storage. The size of aggr0 should be increased
from the default of three disks to five disks. In addition to that, the original root volume (vol0) should be
reduced in size to 140GB. An additional 100GB volume is required for NameNode metadata, with the
remaining space being used to create volumes for boot images (8GB each).

Storage Sizing and Performance Considerations
The amount of usable space in HDFS varies by the replication count for any given set of files. The
standard Hadoop cluster usually runs all files at a replication count of three. This results in having only
one-third of all the file system space available for use. Typically, HDFS clusters are measured by their
available space and usable or loadable space. A customer with 9TB of available space mounted as file
systems can load or use only 3TB of data when using a replication count of three. The NetApp Open
Solution for Hadoop allows customers to run at a replication count of two, which increases the amount of
loadable space per file system by about 50% compared to HDFS configured with a replication count of
three.
Storage must also be allocated for temporary map task output. Map task output is usually written to local
Linux file systems, not HDFS. A very common practice is to spread the map I/O across the same disks
used by HDFS. The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop follows this practice as well. The accepted
practice is to allocate 30% of storage capacity for map output. This must be considered when sizing
storage for HDFS.

4 The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop as Tested
The tested configuration for the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop was made up of the following
components:


Six HDFS building blocks (a single building block is illustrated in Figure 5), each consisting of the
following components:


One NetApp E2660 storage array containing 60 2TB or 3TB NL-SAS disk drives



Four DataNodes, each connected to the E2660 with a single 6Gb/sec SAS connection (one
connection per DataNode)



One NameNode server



One secondary NameNode server



One JobTracker server



One NetApp FAS2240 HA storage array using two FAS controllers, each equipped with six 1TB
SATA disks
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All nodes (DataNodes, NameNode, secondary NameNode, and JobTracker) interconnected with
10GbE



All nodes connected to FAS2240 using NFS over GbE (1Gb/sec)



NameNode and secondary NameNode using the FAS2240 for HDFS metadata protection



JobTracker node and DataNodes network booting (diskless) off the FAS2240

Figure 5) Single HDFS building block.

Testing for the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop was conducted based on the objectives detailed in the
―Solution Objectives‖ section. The ―Solution Testing‖ section describes the test cases specific to those
objectives. An underlying objective was to demonstrate the scalability of the solution. Therefore, the team
tested a Hadoop cluster containing six HDFS building blocks. Figure 6 shows the tested configuration.
Note:
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The JobTracker node and DataNodes were connected to the FAS2240 using GbE to support
diskless boot, although this is not shown in the diagram.
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Figure 6) NetApp E-Series Hadoop overall architecture (as tested).

4.1

Rack Awareness Implementation

Rack awareness is a feature of Hadoop. NetApp chose to implement it in the Hadoop solution because of
the benefits it offers customers. Using this feature, Hadoop can be configured to know the topology of the
network. This is important for two reasons:


In most rack network configurations, more network bandwidth is available within a single rack than
between racks. Rack awareness enables Hadoop to maximize network bandwidth by favoring block
transfers within a rack over transfers between racks. Specifically, with rack awareness, the
JobTracker is able to optimize MapReduce job performance by assigning tasks to nodes that are
closer to their data in terms of network topology. This is particularly beneficial in cases in which tasks
cannot be assigned to nodes where their data is stored locally.



By default during HDFS writes, the NameNode assigns the second and third block replicas to nodes
in a different rack from the first replica. This provides data protection even against rack failure.
However, this is possible only if Hadoop has been configured with knowledge of its rack configuration.

If rack awareness is not configured, all DataNodes in the cluster are assumed to be in the same rack,
which is named default-rack. Follow the steps outlined in the Operational Procedures for assigning
rack awareness to each node.
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Care must be taken to make sure that for each HDFS block, the corresponding replica is stored on
another E2660 controller. In multirack clusters, providing the actual rack location of each DataNode
accomplishes this. If all the DataNodes are located in the same rack, rack mapping must be extended to
reflect the E2660 enclosure or the E2600 controller used for DataNode storage. Use the following
guidelines to make sure that no data is lost in the unlikely event of storage controller failure:


For multirack clusters, define the topology based on the actual rack location of each DataNode.



For single-rack clusters with an even number of E2660 enclosures, define the topology based on the
E2660 enclosure used for storage by each DataNode.



For single-rack clusters with an odd number of E2660 enclosures, define the topology based on the
E2600 controller used for storage by each DataNode.

In addition to these guidelines, it is important to define network topologies so that I/O is balanced across
all storage controllers. Consider a scenario in which the defined topology results in one or more
DataNodes receiving a higher number of block copies than others. For example, the network topology for
a four-DataNode cluster could be mistakenly configured with three nodes on one rack and one node on
another rack. In that configuration, the second replica from three nodes would be copied to the fourth
node, with the second replica of the fourth node being copied to one of the other nodes. The storage
controller supporting the fourth node would quickly become a bottleneck during data ingest. This could
also introduce a bottleneck in read performance by affecting the ability of the JobTracker to leverage data
locality in the assignment of job tasks. This example is very simplistic, and it is a scenario that is unlikely
for a four-DataNode cluster, but as the node count increases, so does the likelihood that unbalanced I/O
could happen. Also, keep in mind that because the defined network topology determines replica
placement, rack awareness must be set up at the very beginning of the process, before any data is
ingested. Otherwise, loss of data could occur in the unlikely event of storage controller failure.

4.2

NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop Infrastructure Server

The infrastructure server is a multipurpose software appliance that enables the NetApp Open Solution for
Hadoop. It provides Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP),
PXE, and HTTP Web services, along with registration and management of the software components that
it includes.
Booting a server by using the NFS protocol requires an integrated environment to provide several
services that are required in the PXE protocol. At a high level, the following basic process takes place:
1. A server is powered on, and PXE is enabled on the target network interface that will communicate
with the DHCP or TFTP server.
2. The network interface performs a DHCP broadcast with PXE-specific extensions to request an IP
address and a boot file.
3. The DHCP server responds with the requested information.
4. PXE responses can be generic or specific. In this instance, the response is specific and different for
each server that is requesting information.
5. The server loads its pxelinux.0 boot file from the TFTP server as directed in the DHCP response.
6. The kernel and the initrd files are loaded over TFTP, based on its custom pxelinux.cfg file, to
create the initial RAM disk and the preboot environment.
7. The boot process transitions to the specific NFS bootable volume on the NetApp FAS (which also
comes from the custom pxelinux.cfg file), and the server completes the boot process.
Note:

In this method, no menu or user intervention is required.

The infrastructure server has the following main components:


A Red Hat DHCP and TFTP server with syslinux files



An NFS server (in this case, NetApp FAS)
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A network configured with a common LAN or VLAN for communications



Server hardware that supports the PXE boot protocol

The hardware described in this document includes a Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) interface for PXE booting
and a 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE) interface for the Hadoop network.

4.3

Solution Objectives

The team performed quality assurance testing to meet the following key objectives:


Verify that the HDFS can be successfully implemented on the servers using NetApp E-Series storage
arrays as disk storage.



Demonstrate the ability to capture a backup copy of the HDFS (NameNode) metadata, in real time,
on a NetApp FAS2240 storage array through a mounted NFS file share.



Test the resiliency of the HDFS during a simulated E-Series storage array disk failure.



Demonstrate the ability to restore the HDFS metadata from the FAS2240 storage array, thereby
restoring the proper state of the HDFS after a simulated Hadoop NameNode crash.



Demonstrate scalability of the FAS2240 in support of the Hadoop cluster in a diskless boot (network
boot) configuration.

4.4

Solution Testing

The pass/fail criteria for test cases 1-A, 1-B, and 2 were successful Hadoop MapReduce job completions
with no Hadoop task failures. Because task failures are common in the Hadoop processing environment,
Hadoop was designed to recover gracefully from transient task failures. Zero tolerance was chosen so
that even failures that might look routine would not be dismissed without proper root cause analysis.
The pass/fail criteria for test case 3 were to have a complete file system metadata recovery from the
backup copy on the FAS2240 storage array and to successfully bring the HDFS back online.
Finally, the pass/fail criteria for test case 4 were the successful simultaneous booting of all 24 DataNodes
in the cluster. In addition to the pass/fail criteria, performance data from the FAS2240 was captured to
extrapolate the maximum number of DataNodes each FAS2240 should be configured to support.
Testing was divided into five test cases to verify that the objectives (described in the ―Solution Objectives‖
section) were met:


Test case 1-A. Used to initially verify that all solution components and related SAS and network
interconnects were working according to the architectural design. It was also used to verify that all of
the Hadoop software components were properly installed and configured.



Test case 1-B. Used as a baseline test to verify that Hadoop MapReduce jobs could be repeatedly
run and rerun with consistent results. Baseline job timing was recorded for comparison to job timing
when tests were run with storage arrays in degraded mode (rebuilding RAID sets when a physical
disk has failed).



Test case 2. Performed by running the same MapReduce jobs as in test case 1-B. For this test, three
additional disk drives were failed, resulting in a total of four failed drives, one drive on each controller
of two E2660 storage arrays. MapReduce job timing was recorded for comparison to those of the
baseline runs.



Test case 3. Performed to demonstrate that it was possible to recover the Hadoop file system after
the loss of the HDFS NameNode. The loss was simulated by halting the NameNode server while a
TeraSort MapReduce job was running. An HDFS check was performed before and after the recovery
efforts and the results were compared to verify file system integrity. A complete TeraSort MapReduce
job was rerun to demonstrate that the entire file system was intact and that results consistent with
previous runs would be achieved.



Test case 4. Designed and executed to determine the ability of two FAS2240 controllers to support
simultaneous booting of 26 Hadoop nodes and to capture performance data from the FAS controllers
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to extrapolate the maximum number of DataNodes each controller could be safely configured to
support in a diskless boot cluster configuration.

4.5

Test Environment Configurations

This section summarizes the test configurations of the various components in the NetApp Open Solution
for Hadoop.
Table 2 lists the software versions used in testing the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop.
Table 2) Software versions.

Software or Application

Version

Cloudera distribution of Hadoop

CDH3u4 (based on Apache Hadoop 0.20.2 +
923.256-1)

Hadoop test tools TeraGen, TeraSort,
TeraValidate

Part of Hadoop release CDH3u4

Java®

1.6.0_32

SANtricity client for Windows

®

10.83.G0.07

E-Series Storage Arrays
The configuration for each of the three E2660 storage arrays was as follows:


Vendor: NetApp E-Series model E2660



Enclosure: E2660 with 5 drawers holding 12 disks each (60-disk total capacity)



Controllers: E2600 (quantity 2)



Array-to-host interface: 6GB/sec SAS 4-port, 1 per controller



Disk type: 2TB SAS dual-port enterprise disk drives (quantity 60)



Controller firmware: 07.80.63.00 (minimum requirement for solution)



Controller management: SANtricity ES Storage Manager version 10.80.G4.56 (minimum requirement
for solution)

The required E2660 premium features were as follows:


High-performance tier



SANShare storage partitioning

Each E2660 storage array supported four Hadoop DataNode servers through a single SAS connection.
Each array allocated eight volume groups (RAID sets). The supported RAID types were RAID 5 and RAID
6, and the tests used RAID 5. Each volume group was composed of seven disks. Two volume groups
were assigned to each DataNode server.
The remaining four disks in the array were designated as hot spares in case of disk failure.
One volume was configured to use all available storage space in each volume group. Each volume was
configured with a segment size of 512KB to maximize the use of disk streaming I/O capabilities. Two
volumes were mapped as LUNs to each of the Hadoop DataNode servers to which they were assigned.
In this test environment, the seven-disk RAID 5 volume group yielded a single LUN with approximately
10.913TB of usable storage. Two LUNs per node gave each server about 21.826TB of storage space.
Table 3 describes the E2660 storage configuration parameters.
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Table 3) E2660 storage configuration parameters.

Storage Parameter Recommended
Setting

Default
Setting

Description

Cache block size

32KB

4KB

Block size for E2660 read/write cache. 32KB is the
largest size available and was chosen to optimize
I/O performance for the large block I/O generated by
HDFS. This parameter was set for the entire E2660
array.

Read cache

Enabled

Enabled

Enables caching of prefetch data blocks to improve
read performance. Read cache was set for each
individual volume.

Write cache

Enabled

Enabled

Enables caching of writes, thereby improving write
performance. Write cache was set for each
individual volume.

Write cache without
batteries

Disabled

Disabled

By default, batteries provide backup power to cache
memory to avoid data loss during a power outage.
This parameter was set at the volume level.

Write cache with
mirroring

Disabled

Enabled

Maintains cache consistency between controllers to
enable controller failover, but results in less
available write cache and increased operational
overhead. The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop
does not use the controller failover capability, so this
capability was disabled. However, it can be enabled
or disabled on a per-volume basis.

Dynamic cache
read prefetch

Enabled

Enabled

Provides dynamic, intelligent read-ahead for
improved read performance. It was enabled at the
volume level.

Volume segment
size

512KB

128KB

The amount of I/O written to a single disk drive
before moving to the next drive in a RAID array. The
largest segment size available was chosen to
optimize data layout for the large block I/O
generated by HDFS. The segment size was set for
each individual volume.

LUN Partitioning
The tests used the Linux parted utility for LUN partitioning. GUID partition table (GPT) labels were used
because the LUNs were larger than 2TB in size. For proper alignment with the underlying RAID 5
configuration and to use the entire LUN, the partitions started (using mkpart) at 6,144 sectors and ended
at 12.0TB. Also, xfs was specified as the file system type, which is discussed in the ―Local File System
Configuration‖ section. This example command partitions a LUN with a device name of /dev/sdc:
# parted –s /dev/sdc mklabel gpt mkpart /dev/sdc1 xfs 6144s 12.0TB

Local File System Configuration
HDFS uses native local file systems for actual block storage. For Linux Hadoop configurations, ext3 has
been very popular; however, significant progress has been made in the area of file system performance.
The results showed that xfs is a good match for the data storage configuration in terms of performance
and reliability. Lab tests showed that a log size of 65,536 4KB blocks performed well with the
configuration. Lazy-count logging also improved performance. Lazy-count logging reduces the overhead
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of file system logging by safely reducing the frequency of superblock metadata updates. Stripe unit
(sunit) and stripe width (swidth) were tuned to match the underlying RAID subsystem and I/O
patterns. (Both sunit and swidth are specified in 512-byte block units.)
This example command creates a file system with a label name of DISK2 on a partition with a device
name of /dev/sdc1:
/sbin/mkfs.xfs -f -L DISK1 -l size=65536b,sunit=256,lazy-count=1 -d sunit=1024,swidth=6144
/dev/sdc1

XFS File System Mount Options (/etc/fstab entries)
The following example uses /etc/fstab entries to mount the xfs file systems:
LABEL=DISK1
LABEL=DISK2

/disk1
/disk2

xfs
xfs

allocsize=128m,noatime,nobarrier,nodiratime
allocsize=128m,noatime,nobarrier,nodiratime

0
0

0
0

By default, time stamps are updated whenever files and directories are accessed. Using the noatime
and nodiratime options prevents this from happening and helps to improve file system performance.
NetApp recommends using these options for HDFS.
Write barriers verify file system integrity for devices using write caches even during a power loss.
Although this verification is not necessary with battery-backed write cache, which is standard with the
E2660 array, write performance was improved by using the nobarrier option to disable the write
barriers.
Finally, setting allocsize to 128MB optimized performance with HDFS I/O. The allocsize option
sets the preallocation size for buffered I/O.

Hadoop Servers
As shown in Table 4, the solution test employed 27 servers.
Table 4) Server utilization.

Server Function

Quantity

Hadoop NameNode

1

Hadoop secondary NameNode

1

Hadoop JobTracker node

1

Hadoop DataNode/TaskTracker
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The servers had the following configuration:


Vendor: Fujitsu model RX300-S6



CPU: Dual Intel Xeon E5620 4C/8T 2.40GHz



RAM: 6x8GB DDR3 1333 MHz (48GB total)



Internal disk: 1TB SATA disk drive (quantity one)



SAS adapter: LSI 9200-8e SAS controller 6GB 8-port (used by DataNodes only)



Network interfaces: Four 1GbE integrated ports and one 10GbE 2-port NIC



Power: Dual power supply



OS: Red Hat Linux Enterprise Server, version 6 update 2



All server firmware and BIOS: Upgraded to the latest versions



LSI SAS adapter: Minimal firmware and drivers:
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Firmware: 11.00.00.00



EFI BIOS: 4.30.03.00



X86-BIOS: MPT2BIOS-7.21.00.00 (2011.08.11)

FAS2240 Storage Array
The configuration for the FAS2240 storage array, used for backup storage of Hadoop HDFS metadata
and to provide storage for DataNode and JobTracker node Linux boot images, was configured as follows:


Controllers: Two in HA configuration



Disks: 1TB SATA (six per controller)



Network: Onboard 1GbE port



Licenses: Cluster site, NFS



OS: Data ONTAP version 8.0.3 (operating in 7-Mode)

NameNode and Secondary NameNode Server Mount Options
The following is a sample /etc/fstab entry for the FAS2240 volume, where stlfas2240-11 is the
name of the FAS system:
stlfas2240-11:/vol/vol1 /mnt/fsimage_bkp

nfs

rw,rsize=65536,wsize=65536,noatime,soft,intr

The rw options enable read and write I/O with the mounted volume. Rsize and wsize were set to 64KB
for performance. The soft option was used as per Hadoop best practices to make sure that failure of the
NFS server (FAS system) would not result in any type of hangup on the NameNode. Both the soft and
intr options are Hadoop best practices.

Linux Kernel and Device Tuning
The tests used the /etc/sysctl.conf settings described in Table 5.
Table 5) Linux /etc/sysctl.conf settings used in tests.

Parameter

Actual Setting/Default
Value

Description

net.ipv4.ip_forward

0/0

Controls IP packet forwarding.

net.ipv4.conf.default.rp_filter

1/0

Controls source route verification.

net.ipv4.conf.default.accept_
source_route

0/1

Does not accept source routing.

kernel.sysrq

0/1

Controls the system request debugging
functionality of the kernel.

kernel.core_uses_pid

1/0

Controls whether core dumps append the PID to
the core file name. Useful for debugging
multithreaded applications.

kernel.msgmnb

65536/16384

Controls the maximum size of a message, in bytes.

kernel.msgmax

65536/8192

Controls the default maximum size of a message
queue.

kernel.shmmax

68719476736/3355443
2

Controls the maximum shared segment size, in
bytes.
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Parameter

Actual Setting/Default
Value

Description

kernel.shmall

4294967296/2097512

Controls the maximum number of shared memory
segments, in pages.

net.core.rmem_default

262144/129024

Sets the default OS receive buffer size.

net.core.rmem_max

16777216/131071

Sets the maximum OS receive buffer size.

net.core.wmem_default

262144/129024

Sets the default OS send buffer size.

net.core.wmem_max

16777216/131071

Sets the maximum OS send buffer size.

net.core.somaxconn

1000/128

Maximum number of sockets the kernel can serve
at one time. Set on NameNode, secondary
NameNode, and JobTracker.

fs.file-max

6815744/4847448

Sets the total number of file descriptors.

net.ipv4.tcp_timestamps

0/1

Turns off the TCP time stamps.

net.ipv4.tcp_sack

1/1

Turns on select ACK for TCP.

net.ipv4.tcp_window_scaling

1/1

Turns on the TCP window scaling.

kernel.shmmni

4096/4096

Sets the maximum number of shared memory
segments.

kernel.sem

250 32000 100
128/250 32000 32 128

Sets the maximum number and size of semaphore
sets that can be allocated.

fs.aio-max-nr

1048576/65536

Sets the maximum number of concurrent I/O
requests.

net.ipv4.tcp_rmem

4096 262144
16777216/
4096 87380 4194304

Sets the minimum, default, and maximum receive
window size.

net.ipv4.tcp_wmem

4096 262144
16777216/4096 87380
4194304

Sets the minimum, default, and maximum transmit
window size.

net.ipv4.tcp_syncookies

0/0

Turns off the TCP syncookies.

sunrpc.tcp_slot_table_entries

128/16

Sets the maximum number of in-flight remote
procedure call (RPC) requests between a client and
a server. This value is set on the NameNode and
secondary NameNode to improve NFS
performance.

vm.dirty_background_ratio

1/10

Maximum percentage of active system memory that
can be used for dirty pages before dirty pages are
flushed to storage. Lowering this parameter results
in more frequent page cache flushes to storage,
resulting in a more constant I/O write rate to
storage. This gives better storage performance for
writes.

vm.dirty_ratio

20/40

Decreases the amount of memory available for dirty
pages.
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Parameter

Actual Setting/Default
Value

Description

vm.nr_hugepages

0/memory dependent

Forces the number of Red Hat huge pages to 0.

fs.xfs.rotorstep

254/1

Increases the number of files to be written to an xfs
allocation group before moving to the next
allocation group.

Additional tuning on the Linux servers is included in the settings described in Table 6. The sample
commands are for block device /dev/sdb. These settings must be implemented for all block devices
used for HDFS data storage. These changes are not persistent across reboots, so they must be reset
after each reboot. To complete this step, include the commands in the Linux /etc/rc.local file.
Table 6) Additional tuning for block devices.

Description of Setting

Suggested Value

Command Line Example

Block device kernel request queue
length

128

echo 128 > /sys/block/sdb/queue/nr_requests

Block device queue depth

128

echo 128 > /sys/block/sdb/device/queue_depth

Block device read-ahead in KB

3,072

echo 3072 >
/sys/block/sdb/queue/read_ahead_kb

Maximum number of kilobytes that
the block layer will allow for a file
system request

1,024

echo 1024 >
/sys/block/sdb/queue/max_sectors_kb

Disable Red Hat transparent huge
pages

Never

echo never
>/sys/kernel/mm/redhat_transparent_hugepage/
enabled

For optimal Hadoop performance, increase the file descriptors limit for root, hdfs user, mapred
user, and hadoop group by appending the following lines to the /etc/security/limits.conf file:
@hadoop
hdfs
mapred
root

hard
hard
hard
hard

nofile
nofile
nofile
nofile

16384
16384
16384
16384

The test results showed that the deadline I/O scheduler performed better than the default CFQ scheduler.
The I/O scheduler can be set in the /boot/grub/grub.conf file on the Linux server. The following
sample grub.conf file demonstrates how to implement this setting:
default=0
timeout=5
splashimage=(hd0,0)/grub/splash.xpm.gz
hiddenmenu
title Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server (2.6.18-238.el5)
root (hd0,0)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-238.el5 ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 rhgb quiet elevator=deadline
initrd /initrd-2.6.18-238.el5.img

Hadoop Parameter Settings
The hadoop-env.sh configuration file typically contains commands to set environmental variables for
the Hadoop environment.
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The only required change to the default settings in this file is to set the JAVA_HOME environmental
variable for Hadoop:
export JAVA_HOME=/usr/java/jdk1.6.0_32

To improve cluster efficiency, HADOOP_HEAPSIZE was changed from the default value of 1000MB to
2000MB with the following hadoop-env.sh entry:
export HADOOP_HEAPSIZE=2000

The core-site.xml configuration file contains core configuration information used by all components in
the Hadoop cluster. Table 7 lists the core-site.xml parameter settings used in the test environment.
Table 7) Hadoop core-site.xml parameter settings used.

Option Name

Actual Setting/Default
Value

Purpose

fs.default.name

hdfs://
10.61.189.64:8020/
(default value: file:///)

Name of the default file system specified as a URL
(IP address or host name of the NameNode along
with the port to be used).

webinterface.private.actions

true/false

Enables or disables certain management functions
in the Hadoop Web UI, including the ability to kill
jobs and modify job priorities.

fs.inmemory.size.mb

200/100

Memory in MB to be used for merging map outputs
during the reduce phase.

io.file.buffer.size

262144/4096

Size in bytes of the read/write buffer.

topology.script.file.name

/etc/hadoop/conf/topolo
gy_script
(default value is null)

Script used to resolve the slave nodes’ name or IP
address to a rack ID. Used to invoke Hadoop rack
awareness. The default value of null results in all
slaves being given a rack ID of /default-rack.

topology.script.number.args

1/100

Sets the maximum acceptable number of
arguments to be sent to the topology script at one
time.

hadoop.tmp.dir

/var/tmp
(default value:
/tmp/hadoop${user.name})

Hadoop temporary directory storage.

The hdfs-site.xml file contains the parameters used to configure HDFS. Table 8 shows the settings
used to test the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop.
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Table 8) Hdfs-site.xml parameter settings used in test.

Option Name

Actual Setting/Default Value

Purpose

dfs.name.dir

/local/hdfs/namedir,/mnt/fsimage_b
kp
(default value:
${hadoop.tmp.dir}/dfs/name)

Path on the local file system where the
NameNode stores the namespace and
transaction logs persistently.
If this is a comma-delimited list of
directories (as used in this configuration),
then the name table is replicated in all of
the directories for redundancy.
Directory /mnt/fsimage_bkp is a location
on NFS-mounted NetApp FAS storage
where NameNode metadata is mirrored
and protected, a key feature of the
Hadoop solution.

dfs.hosts

/etc/hadoop-0.20/conf/dfs_hosts
(default value is null)

Specifies a list of machines authorized to
join the Hadoop cluster as a DataNode.

dfs.data.dir

/disk1/data,/disk2/data
(default value:
${hadoop.tmp.dir}/dfs/data)

Directory path locations on the DataNode
local file systems where HDFS data
blocks are stored.

fs.checkpoint.dir

/home/hdfs/namesecondary1
(default value:
${hadoop.tmp.dir}/dfs/namesecond
ary)

Path to the location where checkpoint
images are stored (used by the secondary
NameNode).

dfs.replication

2/3

HDFS block replication count. The
Hadoop default is three. The NetApp
Open Solution for Hadoop uses the
default of two.

dfs.block.size

134217728 (128MB)/67108864

HDFS data storage block size in bytes.

dfs.namenode.handler.cou
nt

128/10

Number of server threads for the
NameNode.

dfs.datanode.handler.count 64/3

Number of server threads for the
DataNode.

dfs.max-repl-streams

8/2

Maximum number of replications a
DataNode is allowed to handle at one
time.

dfs.datanode.max.xcievers

4096/256

Maximum number of files a DataNode can
serve at one time.

Table 9 lists the mapred-site.xml settings used in the test environment. The parameters defined in the
mapred-site.xml file are used to control MapReduce processing and to configure the JobTracker and
TaskTrackers.
Table 9) Mapred-site.xml parameters used in testing the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop.

Option Name

Actual Setting/Default Value

Purpose

mapred.job.tracker

10.61.189.66:9001

Names the mapred.job.tracker.
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Option Name

Actual Setting/Default Value

Purpose

mapred.local.dir

/disk1/mapred/local,/disk2/mapred/lo
cal
(default value:
${hadoop.tmp.dir}/mapred/local)

Comma-separated list of the local file
system where temporary MapReduce
data is written.

mapred.hosts

/etc/hadoop-0.20/conf/mapred.hosts

Names the mapred.hosts.

mapred.system.dir

/mapred/system

Names the mapred.system.dir.

mapred.reduce.
tasks.speculative.
execution

false/true

Enables the JobTracker to detect slowrunning reduce tasks, assigns them to run
in parallel on other nodes, uses the first
available results, and then kills the slower
running reduce tasks.

mapred.map.tasks.
speculative.execution

false/true

Enables the JobTracker to detect slowrunning map tasks, assigns them to run in
parallel on other nodes, uses the first
available results, and then kills the slower
running map tasks.

mapred.tasktracker.
reduce.tasks.maximum

7/2

Maximum number of reduce tasks that
can run simultaneously on a single
TaskTracker node.

mapred.tasktracker.map.
tasks.maximum

8/2

Maximum number of map tasks that can
run simultaneously on a single
TaskTracker node.

mapred.child.java.opts

-Xmx1024m/-Xmx200m

Java options passed to the TaskTracker
child processes (in this case, 2GB defined
for heap memory used by each individual
Java virtual machine [JVM]).

io.sort.mb

340/100

Total amount of buffer memory allocated
to each merge stream while sorting files
on the mapper (in megabytes).

mapred.jobtracker.
taskScheduler

org.apache.hadoop.mapred.FairSch
eduler
(default value:
org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobQue
ueTaskScheduler)

JobTracker task scheduler to use (in this
case, use the FairScheduler).

io.sort.factor

100/10

Number of streams to merge at once
while sorting files.

mapred.output.compress

false/false

Enables or disables output file
compression.

mapred.compress.map.
output

false/false

Enables or disables map output
compression.

mapred.output.compressi
on.type

block/record

Sets output compression type.
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Option Name

Actual Setting/Default Value

Purpose

mapred.reduce.slowstart.
completed.maps

0.05/0.05

Fraction of the number of map tasks that
should be completed before scheduling
reducers for the MapReduce job.

mapred.reduce.tasks

56 for eight DataNodes
112 for 16 DataNodes
168 for 24 DataNodes
(default value: 1)

Total number of reduce tasks used by the
entire cluster per job.

mapred.map.tasks

64 for eight DataNodes
128 for 16 DataNodes
192 for 24 DataNodes
(default value: Two)

Total number of map tasks used by the
entire cluster per job.

mapred.reduce.parallel.
copies

64/5

Number of parallel threads used by
reduce tasks to fetch output from map
tasks.

mapred.compress.map.o
utput

false/false

Enables or disables map output
compression.

mapred.inmem.merge.
threshold

0/1000

The maximum number of map outputs to
be stored in memory. After this threshold
is reached, map outputs are merged and
spilled from memory to disk.

mapred.job.reduce.
input.buffer.percent

1/0

The percentage of heap memory to be
used for map outputs during the reduce
phase. After this threshold is reached,
map outputs are merged and spilled from
memory to disk.

mapred.job.tracker.
handler.count

128/10

Number of JobTracker server threads for
handling RPCs from the task trackers.

tasktracker.http.
threads

60/40

Number of TaskTracker worker threads
for fetching intermediate map outputs for
reducers.

mapred.job.reuse.jvm.
num.tasks

-1/1

Maximum number of tasks that can be
run in a single JVM for a job. A value of -1
sets the number to unlimited.

mapred.jobtracker.restart. true/false
recover

4.6

Enables job recovery after restart.

Test Software Inventory

Table 10 summarizes the software used by the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop and additional tools
used for testing.
Table 10) Test software inventory.

Software or Application

Version

Cloudera distribution of Hadoop

CDH3u4 (based on Apache Hadoop 0.20.2 + 923.2561)
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Software or Application

Version

Hadoop test tools TeraGen, TeraSort,
TeraValidate

Part of Hadoop release CDH3u4

SANtricity ES Client for Windows

10.83.G0.07

Java

1.6.0_32

4.7

Solution Test Results

Table 11 lists the final test results for each test case.
Table 11) Solution test results.

Test Case ID

Test Case Name

Duration

Pass/Fail (P/F)

1-A

Initial tuning

Multiple runs over three days

P

1-B

Full functionality as baseline

Three iterations

P

2

Full functionality with fault injection

Three iterations

P

3

NameNode metadata recovery

One iteration

P

4

Scalability testing of FAS2240 HA for
network boot

Two iterations

P

The boot storm generated in test case 4 completed in about 1 minute, 40 seconds. Performance data
captured during that test indicates that a single FAS2240 controller should be able to safely support the
network boot of 64 DataNodes using the NFS protocol. A FAS2240 HA storage array should be able to
support the network boot of 128 DataNodes.
This test phase did not measure performance and scalability; therefore, only pass or fail results were
captured.

5 Hadoop Recommendations, Best Practices, and Guidelines
NetApp recommends using the Cloudera Hadoop 0.20.2-cdh3u2 or later CDH3 release. Also, while
configuring and tuning the Hadoop cluster for the tests described in this document, a few Hadoop
configuration parameters were found to have a noticeable effect on performance. The following list
includes those parameters, along with any existing traditional Hadoop best practices. The ―Important
Hadoop Parameters for Cluster Performance‖ section details the parameter settings.

5.1

Important Hadoop Parameters for Cluster Performance

The list of Hadoop parameters is extensive. The following parameters are very important for the proper
operation and performance of the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop:
Best Practice
A good starting point for setting the total number of map and reduce slots is to set the total to 1.5 times
the number of physical CPU cores. In this case, physical CPU cores mean actual CPU cores, not virtual
cores resulting from hyperthreading.
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dfs.name.dir. The NameNode stores metadata in this directory. A Hadoop best practice is to set this
parameter by using a comma-separated list consisting of at least two local directories on different
physical volumes and an NFS-mounted directory. A NetApp FAS2240 storage system was used to
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satisfy the NFS mount recommendation. The reason for this level of redundancy is to make sure that
the NameNode can be recovered from the NFS mount if the NameNode machine experiences a
catastrophic failure. The FAS2240 provides several layers of redundancy to protect the valuable
metadata, include RAID protection, hot spares, power supply redundancy, and a feature-rich set of
tools.


mapred.tasktracker.reduce.tasks.maximum. This parameter sets the maximum number of reduce
tasks (reduce slots) that can be run simultaneously by the TaskTracker. To start, set this parameter to
roughly 40% of the total of reduce and map slots.



mapred.tasktracker.map.tasks.maximum. This parameter sets the maximum number of map tasks
(map slots) that can be run simultaneously by the TaskTracker. To start, set this parameter to roughly
60% of the total of reduce and map slots.



mapred.reduce.tasks.speculative.execution. This parameter is generally considered to be good for
Hadoop performance. It enables the JobTracker to restart slow-running reduce tasks on other nodes.
The task that finishes first is the winner, and the result from the other task is discarded. It does
impose additional CPU, memory, and network overhead, and it might not be good for performance
with small clusters (20 or fewer DataNodes). In the 24-DataNode configuration, enabling speculative
execution degraded performance noticeably during periods of heavy utilization.



mapred.map.tasks.speculative.execution. This parameter is generally considered to be good for
Hadoop performance. It enables the JobTracker to restart slow-running map tasks on other nodes.
The task that finishes first is the winner, and the result from the other task is discarded. It does
impose additional CPU overhead, and it might not be good for performance with small clusters
(perhaps 24 or fewer DataNodes) and in resource-constrained environments. In the 24-DataNode
configuration, enabling speculative execution degraded performance noticeably during periods of
heavy utilization.



mapred.local.dir. This parameter points to the directory (or directories) to be used for intermediate
output from map tasks (external to HDFS). For best performance, this parameter was defined to use
multiple directories, one on each of the local data file systems. If multiple directories are specified,
they are written in a round-robin fashion; however, with multiple reducers running on each DataNode,
the use of multiple disks helped to reduce contention for intermediate storage.



dfs.datanode.handler.count. This parameter sets the number of server threads for DataNodes.
Increasing this parameter from the default of 3 to 64 gave a noticeable improvement in performance
as the cluster size increased.

5.2

High-Impact Parameters for Cluster Scaling

The following Hadoop parameters and suggested settings are required for linear performance scaling with
the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop:


mapred.job.tracker.handler.count. This parameter defines the number of server threads for
handling remote procedure calls from TaskTrackers to the JobTracker. The default value is 10, which
proved to be insufficient as the cluster scaled beyond 12 DataNodes (that is, TaskTracker nodes).
Setting this parameter to 128 enabled linear performance scaling of up to 24 DataNodes, as reflected
in the test data.



tasktracker.http.threads. This parameter sets the number of TaskTracker threads for fetching
intermediate map outputs for reduce tasks. The default value of this parameter is 20, which proved
detrimental to performance scaling beyond 12 DataNodes. After this parameter was increased to 60,
performance scaled linearly up to 24 DataNodes.



dfs.namenode.handler.count. This parameter defines the number of server threads for handling
remote procedure calls from DataNodes to the NameNode. The default value is 10. This setting was
increased to 128 to support linear scaling beyond 12 DataNodes.
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5.3

Cluster-Monitoring Recommendations

Although it is a separate task from determining sizing, monitoring Hadoop clusters is very important for
maintaining cluster health and proper cluster size after the initial setup has been completed. Data is
growing, and requirements for data analytics are continually increasing. Regular monitoring helps to make
sure adequate resources (both storage and compute) are maintained. This section provides a list and
descriptions of a few of the tools available for monitoring.
Hadoop provides the following Web-based monitoring for HDFS and the JobTracker:


http://namenode:port/dfshealth.jsp



http://jobtrackernode:port/jobtracker.jsp

Note:

Namenode and jobtracker node refer to the IP addresses of the NameNode and the JobTracker
node, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the HDFS (NameNode) status page. In the figure, teso-x3650-1 is the server that is
running the NameNode daemon. Key data points and functionality include the following:


A graphical Web-based HDFS file system browser



A link to the NameNode logs



Distributed File System (DFS) statistics:





Capacity



Space utilization

HDFS node status:


Live (functioning) nodes.



Dead (nonfunctioning) nodes.



Decommissioned nodes that have been manually removed from the cluster. Reasons for
decommissioning a node include removing excess capacity from an underutilized cluster,
performing node maintenance, and removing a failing node from the cluster.



Number of underreplicated blocks, which is the number of blocks in HDFS that do not meet the
replication factor requirements for the file system. Commonly, this metric might be greater than 0
when a node fails (the blocks stored locally on that node are being replicated to meet requirements
set by the replication factor parameter and the process has not yet completed) or when writes to
HDFS are occurring and replication is being performed as those writes happen.



NameNode storage:
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Location of NameNode files



State of the NameNode
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Figure 7) HDFS NameNode status page.

Figure 8 shows the MapReduce JobTracker status page. In this figure, teso-x3650-1 is the server running
the JobTracker daemon. Key data points and functionality include:


Memory configuration (heap size)



Number of map and reduce tasks running in the cluster



Map and reduce capacity for the cluster



Status and basic information about MapReduce jobs, including:
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Job ID



Status of map and reduce tasks for the job



Job name
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Priority and owner



URL to additional job-specific information



Ability to change the priority of a running job



Ability to kill a running job

Figure 8) MapReduce JobTracker status page.

Clicking the job ID of the running job, listed in Figure 8, redirects the user to a page similar to the one
displayed in Figure 9. On this page, users can view detailed information about the job, including:


A job file link to a page displaying all parameter settings for that job



Job completion status, including completion time



Completion status of map and reduce jobs



Number of map and reduce jobs currently running



Total number of map and reduce tasks



Additional detailed counter statistics generated by MapReduce
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Figure 9) MapReduce job details status page.

In addition to monitoring Hadoop, it is possible to monitor OS and network statistics for the cluster.
Ganglia is widely used for monitoring resources at the cluster and node levels in real time. It provides a
very useful Web interface and can be configured to monitor certain Hadoop performance metrics in real
time as well. Figure 10 shows a sample Ganglia Web page. The following information can be monitored
on that Web page:


Summary statistics for the cluster



Number of CPUs in the cluster



Number and status of hosts



Average load for all hosts



Average CPU utilization for the cluster



Total memory and network utilization (bytes in and out) for the cluster



Statistics for each individual host (node) in the cluster, including:
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CPU utilization



I/O throughput



OS release



Swap utilization



Between 30 and 40 OS metrics in all
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Hadoop can be configured to report MapReduce and JVM statistics to Ganglia for display. In addition,
custom scripts can be written to provide input into Ganglia. Ganglia can also be used to trigger alerts
based on configurable thresholds. Ganglia packages can be downloaded for free from
http://ganglia.sourceforge.net.
Figure 10) Sample Ganglia monitoring Web page.

6 Conclusion
Organizations collect large amounts of raw data: point-of-sale data, clickstream data, social media
content, credit card transactions, and security data. This explosion of data is often too large to process by
using traditional relational database tools. Extracting business value from this data requires the right
analytics tools, hardware, and storage to first ingest the data and then analyze it.
The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop is designed to provide a scalable, reliable storage platform that is
tailored for analyzing large datasets. NetApp Hadoop solutions are built on dense, cost-effective,
enterprise-grade storage systems with built-in data protection designed to address the single points of
failure that plague current Hadoop deployments. NetApp Hadoop solutions give customers flexibility,
allowing them to easily scale when necessary, swap servers quickly and seamlessly, and add storage as
their data needs change. With its diskless boot capability, the NetApp solution also enables the use of
physically smaller servers and enables faster OS deployment and faster recovery from server hardware
failure. The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop offers storage efficiency, manageability, reliability,
scalability, and a feature-rich set of tools to meet the demands of rapidly developing big data technology.

7 E-Series Hadoop Storage Configuration 2.0
7.1

Overview

Hadoop provides the extremely scalable (and potentially very large) Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) and a high-performance parallel compute environment. Given this flexibility, understanding the
customer's use case is critically important for proper design and accurate sizing of storage for Hadoop.
Consider the following key points when sizing a Hadoop solution:
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Storage capacity requirements



I/O bandwidth requirements to meet service-level agreements (SLAs)



Growth projections



Basic use cases and their impact on design and sizing, for example:


A large data repository, including a large amount of inactive data maintained for historical
purposes that is seldom used. In this case, the working set for data processing is relatively small
compared to the amount of data actually stored. In this type of environment, the need for storage
capacity outweighs the need for maximum I/O bandwidth. It is likely that the configuration will
have to be sized for capacity and that the resulting I/O bandwidth will be sufficient.



An environment in which large volumes of data are ingested, analytics performed, data discarded,
and the cycle repeated. This type of environment requires more of a balance between storage
capacity and I/O bandwidth. In this type of environment, the need for I/O bandwidth might
override capacity requirements, resulting in the need to provide sufficient I/O bandwidth to meet
organizational SLAs.



A large, growing data repository, in which most of the data is subject to frequent scans. In this
environment, it is likely that capacity needs will have to be balanced with I/O bandwidth
requirements.

These are just a few possibilities, but the first—and probably most important—step in Hadoop cluster
design is to gain a clear understanding of the use case.
Additional considerations include the following:


Level of protection required for data. RAID 5 uses a single parity disk per RAID group, and RAID 6
uses two parity disks. Either of these groups will have a definite impact on the amount of usable
storage available to HDFS. For a good balance between protection and performance, NetApp
strongly recommends RAID 5.



Growth projections for I/O bandwidth and/or storage capacity. Hadoop is easily scalable; however,
adding DataNodes and storage requires more work than including those additional resources in the
initial Hadoop setup. Growth projections and the customer's desire to size accordingly determine the
importance of this consideration.



HDFS replication count. For Hadoop configurations using direct-attached disks, Hadoop best practice
requires a replication count of at least three for data protection and MapReduce job continuance (selfhealing) in the event of a disk or DataNode failure. Because the data in the NetApp Open Solution for
Hadoop is RAID protected, it requires only enough data block replicas to support the Hadoop selfhealing feature; therefore, a replication count of two is sufficient in most cases. In the NetApp
technical report TR-3971, "NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop Sizing Guide," the Hadoop sizing
guidelines are based on a replication count of two.

Note:

The guidelines and procedures for design and sizing are specific to the NetApp Open Solution for
Hadoop. This preliminary discussion of design considerations clarifies the reasons behind the test
methodology and the significance of the test results.

Best Practice
The lower replication count recommended by the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop results in less network
congestion during data ingest and lower storage requirements for the same amount of actual data.

Procedures and recommendations for storage provisioning and mapping are thoroughly covered in the
Provisioning Procedures. A brief summary of those recommendations includes the following:
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Two RAID 5 volume groups per DataNode:


Seven disks per volume group



One volume per volume group, consuming all available storage in the volume group



Each volume mapped to a single DataNode server as a LUN
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Two LUNs per DataNode



Four global hot spare disks per E2660 storage array



Volume settings:





Segment size: 512KB



Modification priority: medium



Read cache: enable



Write cache: enable



Write cache without batteries: disable



Write cache with mirroring: disable



Dynamic cache read prefetch: enable

Storage array settings:


Cache block size: 32KB



Default cache flush settings

Appendix
Test Case Details
Tables 12 through 16 summarize the details for each test case.
Table 12) Test case 1-A: initial tuning.

Test Case

Details

Test case ID

1-A

Test type

Initial

Execution type

Manual

Duration

Multiple runs, one day total

Description

Run short (5- to 10-minute) TeraGen and TeraSort jobs to aid in initial component
validation and configuration tuning.

Prerequisites

HDFS components have been started.

Setup procedures

 Remove any previous data artifacts from the HDFS file system.
 Complete this step before each run.

Execution procedures

Use the included Apache TeraGen and TeraSort tools. Start from the JobTracker
node.

Expected results

TeraGen and TeraSort jobs complete without error.

Notes

 Use the integrated Web and UI tools to monitor the Hadoop tasks and file
system.
 Use Ganglia to monitor the Linux operating system running on the cluster nodes.

Table 13) Test case 1-B: full functionality as baseline.

Test Case

Details

Test case ID

1-B
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Test Case

Details

Test type

Full function

Execution type

Automated

Duration

Multiple runs, one day total

Description

 Run a TeraGen job with a duration greater than 10 minutes to generate a
substantial dataset.
 Run a TeraSort job on the previously created dataset.

Prerequisites

 HDFS components have been started.
 Test case 1-A has been completed successfully.

Setup procedures

Remove any previous HDFS artifacts before each run.

Execution procedures

 Use the included Apache TeraGen and TeraSort tools. Start from the JobTracker
node.
 Use the same TeraGen and TeraSort parameters during all iterations.

Expected results






Notes

 Use the integrated Web and UI tools to monitor the Hadoop tasks and file
system.
 Use Ganglia to monitor the Linux operating system running on the cluster nodes.

Proper output from TeraSort reduce stage.
No tasks on individual task nodes (DataNodes) fail.
File system (HDFS) has maintained integrity and is not corrupted.
All test environment components are still running.

Table 14) Test case 2: full functionality with fault injection.

Test Case

Details

Test case ID

2

Test type

Full functional with fault injection

Execution type

Manual

Duration

Multiple runs, one day total

Description

 Run a TeraGen job with a duration greater than 10 minutes to generate a
substantial dataset.
 Run a TeraSort job on the previously created dataset.

Prerequisites

 HDFS components started.
 Test case 1-B has been completed successfully.

Setup procedures

 Remove any previous HDFS artifacts before each run.
 Make sure that all components are restored to a nonfaulted condition.

Execution procedures

 Use the included Apache TeraGen and TeraSort tools. Start from the JobTracker
node.
 Use the same TeraGen and TeraSort parameters during all iterations.
 After TeraGen has been running for approximately 23 minutes, fault a disk in
each of the four controllers on the two E-Series arrays.
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Test Case

Details

Expected results

 Proper output from the TeraSort reduce stage.
 No tasks on individual task nodes (DataNodes) fail.
 File system (HDFS) has maintained integrity and is not corrupted.

Notes

 Use the integrated Web and UI tools to monitor Hadoop tasks and file system.
 Use Ganglia to monitor the Linux operating system running on the cluster nodes.

Table 15) Test case 3: NameNode metadata recovery.

Test Case

Details

Test case ID

3

Test type

Recovery

Execution type

Manual

Duration

Two days

Description

Test failure of Hadoop NameNode and the procedures to recover.

Prerequisites

Previous test cases (1-A, 1-B, and 2) have been completed, and are all successful.

Setup procedures

 Repeat test 1-B.
 Note the total reduce input record count from the TeraSort job.
 Run the hadoop fsck / command and note the healthy status of HDFS, the
number of files, the total size of the file system, and the corrupt blocks.

Execution procedures

















Expected results
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Repeat the TeraSort job.
While it is running, halt the NameNode to simulate loss of HDFS metadata.
Shut down all Hadoop daemons on all servers in the cluster.
NFS mount the FAS2240 volume containing the NameNode metadata onto the
secondary NameNode and copy the entire directory tree to the secondary
NameNode.
Modify the core-site.xml file, making the secondary NameNode server the new
NameNode server.
Replicate that file to all servers in the cluster.
Start the NameNode daemon on the secondary NameNode server.
Restart the secondary NameNode daemon on the new NameNode server.
Start the DataNode daemons on all DataNodes.
Start the JobTracker daemon on the JobTracker node.
Start the TaskTracker daemons on all the TaskTracker nodes (DataNodes).
From any node in the cluster, use the hadoop dfs –ls command to verify that the
data file created by TeraGen exists.
Check the total amount of HDFS storage used.
Run the hadoop fsck / command to compare to results recorded before the
NameNode was halted.
Run TeraSort against the file originally generated by TeraGen and monitor for
error-free completion.

Output from the TeraSort should match the original output from test case 1-B.
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Test Case

Details

Notes

 Use the integrated Web and UI tools to monitor Hadoop tasks and file system.
 Use Ganglia to monitor Linux server in general.

Table 16) Test case 4: scalability testing of FAS2240 HA for network boot.

Test Case

Details

Test case ID

4

Test type

Simultaneous reboot of server nodes

Execution type

Manual

Duration

Multiple runs, four hours total

Description

Simultaneously reboot all servers.

Prerequisites

The OS and all software have been installed on all nodes in the cluster, with
JobTracker and DataNode servers configured for the NFS network booting off the
FAS2240 HA storage array.

Setup procedures

Verify that all servers in the cluster are up and running.

Execution procedures

Use the Linux pdsh command to reboot all servers at once.

Expected results

All servers boot up within a reasonable amount of time (no more than two to four
minutes).

Notes

Use the NetApp Data ONTAP sysstat command to monitor the FAS2240
performance during the boot storm. Use this data to determine a safe maximum
number of servers that the FAS2240 can support in a NFS network boot
configuration.

References
For more information about this solution, refer to the following documents:


Initial Configuration and Software Installation for SANtricity Storage Manager Version 10.83 and
10.84
https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_get_file/ECMP1140886



Concepts for SANtricity ES Storage Manager Version 10.83
https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_get_file/ECMP1140889



TR-3971: NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop Sizing Guide
http://www.netapp.com/us/media/tr-3971.pdf



Cloudera Web site
http://www.cloudera.com
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Refer to the Interoperability Matrix Tool (IMT) on the NetApp Support site to validate that the exact product
and feature versions described in this document are supported for your specific environment. The NetApp
IMT defines the product components and versions that can be used to construct configurations that are
supported by NetApp. Specific results depend on each customer's installation in accordance with published
specifications.

NetApp provides no representations or warranties regarding the accuracy, reliability, or serviceability of any
information or recommendations provided in this publication, or with respect to any results that may be
obtained by the use of the information or observance of any recommendations provided herein. The
information in this document is distributed AS IS, and the use of this information or the implementation of
any recommendations or techniques herein is a customer’s responsibility and depends on the customer’s
ability to evaluate and integrate them into the customer’s operational environment. This document and
the information contained herein may be used solely in connection with the NetApp products discussed
in this document.
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